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More Timely Decisionmaking. (EMD-81-135)

11- Dear Mr. Chairman:

<At your request, our report to you entitled "'Possible Ways
to Streamline Existing Federal Energy Mineral Leasing Rules"
(EMD-81-44 dated January 21, 1981) identified impediments to
energy mineral leasing. This report is in further response to

, your earlier request. It addresses impedimenta in leasing the
nonfuel mineral alunite on Federal lands. Alunite, a potential
alumina resource, contains and is, therefore, leased as a potash
resource. Development of alunite would produce both potash, a
fertilizer, and alumina, the raw material for aluminum, a strategic
material.

We made this review to determine how the Department of the
Interior's decentralized mineral management decisionmaking process
affects exploration and development of a nonfuel mineral. Specifi-
cally, we reviewed all potash prospecting permit and preference
right lease applications potentially affecting exploration and
development of alunite in the states of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah,
Nevada, and Wyoming. We also reviewed correspondence files and
discussed specific cases with industry representatives and with
officials in the Bureau of Land Management (BLN), and U.S. Geo-
logical Survey IUSGS), the two agencies responsible for leasing
nonfuel minerals.0
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On June 5, 1981, we issued a report to the Congress entitled
S Minerals Management at the Department of the Interior Needs
Coordination and Organization"' (EMD-81-53). We reported that the
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decisionmaking process affecting mineral exploration and development
on Federal lands is not consistently or cumulatively evaluated for
potential effects on mineral markets. We also found that Interior's
decentralized, unaccountable mineral management process can result
in unnecessary delays and lack of full consideration of the costs
and benefits of decisions. As we pointed out in that report, the
minerals management process at the Department of the Interior needs
coordination and organization--attention at top management levels
to give it purpose and accountability. We recommended that the
Secretary develop a minerals management program plan which
discusses in detail the objectives and goals of the Department
regarding key questions of mineral resource management.

Although given the opportunity, the Department of the Interior
did not provide comments on our report (EMD-81-53). In addition,
the Department has not complied with Section 236 of the Legis-
lative Reorganization Act of 1970 which requires the head of a
Federal agency to notify the Congress about actions taken on GAO
recommendations not later than 60 days after the date of the report.
This review further substantiates the overall findings of our
earlier report and is a further indication to us that hearings may
be needed to determine what the Department's intentions are in
coordinating minerals management with other resource programs and
providing for cumulative evaluation of restrictive decisions.

This further review continues to substantiate the conclusions
and recommendations of the earlier report. The Department, in
commenting on our review of alunite leasing, indicated a desire
to continue working with us in correcting mineral management
deficiencies and to respond to our earlier report in the future.
The measures the Department cited for improving nonfuel mineral
leasing are steps in the right direction. These steps alone,

Lhowever, will not address the overall problems of coordinated
management of Federal mineral resources.

ALYNITE--A PRIVATELY FINANCED
;HAL, DOHI LUINUM

Ufitf fi* IEGENENT

Since the Federal government controls all of the known major
domestic resources of alunite, the role played by the government
in approving and disapproving applications for exploration permits
and development leases is particularly crucial. However, excessive
and unnecessary delays by the Department of the Interior in process-
ing prospecting permits and lease applications for alunite have
frustrated exploration and development. For example, in the states
included in our review, as of April 30, 1981, 92 percent of the
potash prospecting permit and preference right lease applications
for alunite had been outstanding over 5 years, and some delays
had exceeded 10 years. These delays have gone unchecked as a
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result of a lack of accountability in managing minerals on Federal
lands. It appeared from this review that Interior lacked systematic,
effective procedures for managing implementation of the Mineral
Leasing Act of 1920 and related leasing laws. Further, the lack
of review of and accountability for decisionmaking within the
Department of the Interior was common to each example cited in this
report. Formal reporting was not routinely required and management
control was virtually nonexistent. Information supporting denial
or restriction of leasing actions was not routinely checked or
reviewed. Furthermore, the cumulative effect of individual deci-
sions as they might affect an entire resource or industry was not
considered at any level. Finally, Interior did not have a program
to bring to light and reduce unnecessary delays in processing nonfuel
mineral applications.

At your request, the Department of the Interior reviewed a
draft of this report. Their written response which is enclosed
concurred entirely in its conclusions. Corrective measures to
address the problems discussed in this report included several
proposed amendments to the regulations governing nonfuel mineral
leasing to streamline processing for preference right leases. The
Department also noted that the Bureau of Land management has begun
to update field office reporting requirements, and a formal report-
ing system for monitoring progress on minerals casework has been
initiated.

Alunite leasing unnecessarily
delayed in Utah

BLN and USGS unnecessarily delayed an opportunity to de-
velop a multimillion dollar venture in Utah with the potential
to produce 500,000 tons of alumina annually as well as important
fertilizer products. Lack of required headquarters direction,
low priority designation and uncertainty of what was required
contributed to unnecessary delays in reaching decisions regarding
lease processing.

in the early 1970's, Earth Sciences, Inc., the Southwire
Company, and National Steel Corporation formed a joint venture,
Alumet, to explore and develop alunite. Representatives of Alumet
told us the company invested over $25 million to develop the pro-
duction process and applied for several preference right leases,
after finding valuable deposits of alunite on Federal land. Had
these lease applications, submitted in early 1973, been processed
in time, Alumet planned to commence mine construction in 1977 and
production in early 1980.

BiN and USGS did not conduct necessary reviews in a reasonable
time, subjecting the applicant to changing departmental regulations
and changing economic conditions over a period of 8 years.
BiN was aware of the need for an environmental impact statement
(Big) as early as 1973. Kowever, the 3IS process did not start
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until 2 years later and the team was assigned to the EIS project
on a halftime basis. Nearly 4 years after it had determined the
need, BLM completed the EIS in late 1977. However, because of these
avoidable delays, Alumet had to meet new regulations promulgated
in 1976 requiring significant additional economic justification,
added to what they had already provided, to obtain the lease.

Furthermore, prior to completion of the EIS, the Department of
the Interior halted all nonfuel mineral leasing while it reviewed
its royalty regulations. This leasing moratorium added another
4 years to processing time. We believe that had the originally
required reviews been completed in a reasonable time, this additional
delay would have been avoided. USGS could not begin its review of
the applicant's economic justification until new royalty regula-
tions were published. Although the regulations were published in
May 1980, USGS had not completed its evaluation as of May 31, 1981.
Until USGS completes its review, BLM is unable to complete the
leasing process, which has now gone on for 8 years.

According to representatives of Alumet, these delays have re-
sulted in an estimated capital investment increase in Alumet's plan-
ned mining operation from about $500 million in 1977 to over $800
million in 1980.

USGS delays in Nevada discourage
exploration and development

The leasing law for potash provides a 2-year period with
a 2-year extension right to conduct mineral exploration work.
Upon approval of a prospecting permit necessary for alunite explo-
ration, the permittee is required to submit an exploration plan
defining how exploration will be conducted.

The Nevada BLM approved three Earth Sciences, Inc., pros-
pecting permits in August 1976. The company submitted an explora-
tion plan to USGS to commence exploration in the fall of 1976.
when approval to begin exploration was not received, the company
submitted revised plans in December 1976 and again in June 1977.
Still, no action was taken. In May 1978, Earth Sciences, Inc.,
requested that the permit be reissued, stating:

"The significant delay in approval of an exploration plan...
has essentially deprived Earth Sciences, Inc. of two years
of exploration...under a system which allows only a maximum
of four years to demonstrate an economic orebody..."

USGS agreed with Earth Sciences, Inc., claim and in a
letter to the Nevada BLM, stated:

...Earth Sciences, Inc. has a point in that governmental
inaction has, in fact, negated two years of their prospect-
ing effort; however the regulations are specific in that
only an extension may be granted.3
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An extension, but not a new permit, was granted in June 1980.
USGS approved the exploration plan in March 1981, pointing out that
the prospecting period would expire on June 30, 1982, 15 months
from the approval date. An Earth Sciences, Inc., official advised
us that their current budget made no provision for exploration
during 1981 on the Nevada property because the company had been
so uncertain of the exploration plan status that it did not bother
to program funds.

We believe USGS's unexplained and apparently unnecessary
inaction is contrary to the objectives set forth by Congress in
minerals legislation--to foster and encourage domestic mineral
industries. Any unnecessary delay in the administrative process
which reduces the amount of time normally available for exploration
frustrates this goal.

Questionable circumstances surround
a Wyoming land use plan

Errors in fundamental decisionmaking data caused one Wyoming
resource area office to recommend rejection of an alunite pros-
pecting permit application unnecessarily. To explore for alunite
resources, Occidental Minerals applied for a potash prospecting
permit in southwestern Wyoming on September 22, 1977. The applica-
tion was initially delayed 6 months by USGS for no apparent
reason. Because the applicant inquired about the permit status
in March 1978, USGS commenced its technical review then and in
February 1979, almost a year later, recommended that BLM issue the
permit.

In March 1979, BLM's cognizant area office assumed responsi-
bility for an evaluation to determine technical and environmental
considerations, the next step in the process. Completion of this
step, however, was delayed until the resource area office completed
its land use plan. In developing the plan, the resource office
recommended that the Occidental Minerals permit be rejected due
to conflicts with

--elk critical winter range,

--sage grouse strutting and breeding grounds,

--important deer and antelope areas, and

--a recreation area in close proximity to the
permit area.

Additionally, the land use plan stated that technology did not
exist to process alunite to alumina and, should a mine be developed,
strip mining (the assumed extraction method) would conflict with
recreation and wildlife values in the area. The wildlife portion of
the plan stated no activity should be permitted which interfered
with wildlife.
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We analyzed the facts presented in the land use plan and found
many errors. Resource area officials, in responding to our inquiry,
stated they had, in fact, included erroneous wildlife and mineral
data. They agreed to reconsider their recommendation. We were
advised that, subsequently, upon reevaluating the data, the resource
area office plans to recommend approval of the prospecting permit.
CON LSIONS

Excessive and unnecessary delays in processing alunite pros-

pecting permit and preference right lease applications in several
western states have frustrated development of a potential domestic
aluminum resource. Exploration and development of such leasable
nonfuel minerals as alunite cannot occur without Government appro-
val. Thus, to allow inaction without formulating alternative means
of allowing exploration and development automatically means there
will be little or no activity.

As the Department noted in responding to the results of our
review, the Bureau of Land Management must coordinate adjudication
and processing of mineral leasing activities with such surface
management agencies as the Forest Service. The Department recog-
nizes that, in such cases, the Bureau has less control in schedul-
ing field examinations and environmental analysis.

Further, the Department stated that, in some cases, per-
mitees themselves do not aggressively pursue or react diligently
to leasing requirements for economic, budgetary, or other inter-
nal reasons. The point is well taken--not all delay is attribut-
able to Government slowness or indecision alone. This point
should not, however, lead to a generalized assumption that unre-
sponsiveness from any of the parties involved should be allowed
to continue unchecked. We believe that neither lack of Government
responsiveness nor insufficient permitee diligence should tie up
disposition of valuable resources indefinitely, as appears to have
been the case with alunit

As we found in our earlie work, and noted again in this
review, BLM's decentralized, autonomous minerals management struc-
ture allows resource managers to administer the leasing system
without consistent review of potential long-range impacts on the
Nation's economy or self-sufficiency. Also, decisions may be made
in a vacuum relevant to the cumulative, national economic implica-
tions. BLM's management control and reporting system which was
inadequate at the time of our review, is now undergoing numerous
corrections. If these corrections are properly implemented to
provide top management with routine visibility over the status
of nonfuel mineral leasing and hold individual decisionmakers
accountable for unnecessary delays, inaccurate data and analysis,
or failure to analyze the full ramifications of actions to delay
or restrict nonfuel mineral leasing, they are steps in the right
direction.
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The corrective measures being initiated by BLM for nonfuel
mineral leasing may help, but being limited to that agency alone,
do not address the larger question of cumulative evaluation or
review of restrictive decisions as they affect an entire resource
or industry. Also, coordination of mineral and surface management
functions and long-term planning will not be addressed if manage-
ment improvement is limited to administrative streamlining.
Indecision can result when policy-related problems are unaddressed
or inefficiently dealt with on a case-by-case basis. The case
of alunite leasing reflects that forward-looking, anticipatory
policymaking may be essential to effectively deal with new
low-grade resources.

As arranged with your office, unless you announce its contents
earlier, we plan to distribute this report to cognizant agencies
and other interested parties, and make the report available upon
request 14 days from the date of the report.

Sincerely yours,

irector

Enclosure
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I

,._C.,: ,ti--,%, Departient o' -he ilterio.,

OFFICE OF TIHE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

AlIiG32 1 1
Mr. J. Docter Peach
Director, Energy aid Minerals

Division
General Acouting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Wr. Peach:

This responds to your request of August 6, 1981, requesting our
commnts on your draft report: *" urents in Department of the
Interior Imasing of Potential Aluuin Resources are Necessary for More
Timely Deco."

Thereport brings to-our attention needed chanes in the way the Bureau
of Land Manage=* (BM ad Geological Survey (GS) manage leasing of
alunite and other nofuel minerals. We appreciate yaw candid assessment
of leasing p=9ogrn deficiencies, and we =o=r with the report's conclusions.

is rept will provide a constucttve contribution in the Department
and Bureau efforts to inqrove upon the P, gemant of the xnofuel leasabe
minerals pr-gm.

7he Bureau of Land aem nt has taken several initial steps to ensure
that the nonfuel Io r P receives icresed attention. We are prposing
several aiwbmft to the 43 (YR 3500 regulations which will reduce
cosiderably the burdens of rocsin Pref erence Right Lease applications
for the applicants aid the United Stats. Further, BM has begun to
update reporting ru t of our field offices, and the Deparmet
has initiated afornl reporting system designed o moitor rogreas on
minerals cemck. As we Initiate 1 re substantive ipr ,vements to
nonfUel minerals mnamt, we wi. ke you infacmed of o progress.

A few points nt In the reot am vartf of mention. First, am
mst coordinate the leasing of nfEl minerals with not only GS but
also the Forest Service aid other agencies ,dre MM is not the surface
waging agemy. W=e other surface manxging agencies are involved,
K,'s role bems am primzarily of adjudicatin and ensuring .that
neessary steps in proesing awe completed. in thmm instanoes WM has
less contl in c ling field m atns d io tal analyses.
Othe surface m~aging auIe II e respnsible for deeloing airMual0
stiplations that would be attached to preferum right leases.

Second, peumittees are cocsicinoly not aggressive in pursuing their
Prefec e Right Imse appllmtiim beose of unfav ble market
M qtioins at the tim. Theretwe, at least m cases are not acted

upon bemsm the pattes A s not to react diligently on thn for
.=c, blgetazy, or other intwrnal rmesons.
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Mr 3. Decter Peach 2

We must apologize for not respozing to your eellent draft repor
forwarded to us earlier this year entitiled "Minerals Managsuent at
the Departzemt of the Interior Needs C3ordination and Caanization."
Transition difficulties within the M prevented our timely response.
We shall forard you under separate cover ccmnents to that final report.

We appreciate the opportuity to review this report and ezm.uage you to
work with us in correting these management deficiencies.

Sincerely,

Isgdf DravidC.Rusl

ActingAssistant Secretary, Land and

Water Resources
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